The U.S. Senate is a party-polarized institution where divisive political rhetoric stems from the partisan divide. Senators regularly chastise political opponents, but not all senators are equally critical. Research finds that elite party polarization is asymmetrical with greater divergence by Republicans, so I expect Republican senators to mimic that trend with higher levels of partisan rhetoric. To assess the variance in partisan rhetoric, I catalogue senators' Twitter activity during the first 6 months of the 113th and 114th Congresses, and find that Republicans are more likely to name-call their Democratic opponents and to make expressions of intraparty loyalty, particularly when they are the minority party.
To test the asymmetry in partisan rhetoric by U.S. senators, I catalogue approximately 90,000 Senate tweets during the first 6 months of both the 113th and 114th Congresses to assess how party influences the likelihood of communicating partisan rhetoric. Partisan rhetoric includes those tweets that include explicit mentions of either party, that is, "Senate Democrats," "Republican counterparts," "@GOPBudget," or representatives of the party, that is, "Democratic President," "Majority Leader." I find higher levels of Republican partisan rhetoric across both congressional sessions, suggesting that polarizing rhetoric is more than a function of disgruntled minority members and reflects the asymmetric polarization patterns in Congress.
Party Polarization and Conflict
The modern reality is a highly party-polarized institution, encouraging intraparty loyalty and interparty discord (Rohde & Aldrich, 2010) . Party polarization is so entrenched that members not only refuse to compromise but they also exploit the divisions between political parties through bickering or questions of colleague competence (Lee, 2009) . Politicians' partisan behavior goes beyond ideological differences when members act as partisan warriors by using humiliating and destructive tactics-"ugly politics"-to serve their own policy and electoral interests (Lee, 2009; Sinclair, 2006; Theriault, 2008 Theriault, , 2013 . Since the 1970s, party polarization has only escalated (Hetherington, 2001; Levendusky, 2009; Thomsen, 2014) , but scholars find that the rate of escalation by Republicans is greater relative to their Democratic counterparts (Hacker & Pierson, 2006; McCarty et al., 2006) . Hacker and Pierson attribute this Republican extremism to Republican power brokers rather than a reflection of a more conservative public (2006) . Republican Party leaders push for more conservative positions, and maintain their position through electoral threats and control of the party agenda (Hacker & Pierson, 2006) . Alternative explanations suggest that the base of the Republican Party and their ideological makeup foster more partisan positions (Grossman & Hopkins, 2016) . Democrats tend to be more coalition or constituent based compared with ideologically driven Republicans, and the asymmetry in polarization derives from the asymmetry in party support and function. An elections-focused argument by Buchler (2015) suggests that the parties offer differing electoral narratives that foster a more conservative brand of Republicanism. More narrowly, Sean Theriault (2013) finds specific members of the Republican Party further the asymmetry. Republicans who served in the House prior to their Senate tenure are even more polarizing than other Republican colleagues (Theriault, 2013) . The norms of the Newt Gingrich House were transferred to the Senate where they are more likely to be partisan warriors and more likely than the average Republican senator to use partisan, procedural tactics-reinforcing the partisan divide. My research builds upon these measured partisan differences in polarization to explore whether senators' rhetoric in their social media communications reflects the greater shift by Republicans toward partisan extremes.
Twitter in Congress
The extent of polarization may be a function of venue (Harbridge, 2015) , but new media technologies are an increasingly routine political tool to wage partisan battles. Scholars have extensively researched social media adoption in recent years (e.g., Auter & Fine, 2016; Gainous & Wagner, 2014; Straus, Glassman, Shogan, & Smelcer, 2013; Stromer-Galley, 2014) . By the beginning of the 113th Congress, every member of the U.S. Senate had a verified Twitter account and many maintained separate campaign accounts. Twitter is not a tool that necessarily alters elected officials' partisan behavior-as party polarization began long before 140-character political jabs-but it extends the reach of the hostile political climate. Larsson and Moe (2012) argue that Twitter contributes to a broadening of public debate by offering a new arena for mediated public communication. Twitter has the potential to extend discussion outside of the "iron triangle" (Shogan, 2010) and gives political actors greater autonomy over the flow of information (Gainous & Wagner, 2014) . Twitter changes the norms of representation where politicians work with and respond to followers with greater speed and fewer costs (Shogan, 2010; Straus et al., 2016) but at the same time maintain credibility (Hwang, 2013) . Twitter cannot build a favorable reputation, but it can lead to favorable evaluations of politicians that increase perceived credibility (Hwang, 2013) . Social media introduce a fundamentally different relationship between elite actors and the spread of partisan rhetoric by creating an easily accessible and transparent record of party-polarizing priorities.
Early studies of Twitter analyze the platform as a mechanism for activists and the public to inform, to mobilize, and to create a media buzz (Bennett & Segerberg, 2012; Jungherr & Jürgens, 2013; Papacharissi & de Fatima Oliveira, 2012; Poell & Borra, 2012; Tufekci & Wilson, 2012) . The use of social media at large for political campaigning is increasingly commonplace in studies across political systems, and has spread from the 2008 U.S. presidential election to more regional and local levels (Auter & Fine, 2016; Bruns & Highfield, 2012; Graham, Broersma, Hazelhoff, & van 't Haar, 2013; Larsson & Moe, 2012) . Social media have been integrated into studies of campaign communications (Auter & Fine, 2016; Bruns & Highfield, 2012; Evans, Cordova, & Sipole, 2014; Graham et al., 2013; Larsson & Moe, 2012) , and increasingly into how Twitter is used in governance (Golbeck, Grimes, & Rogers, 2010; Honeycutt & Herring, 2009; Straus et al., 2016) .
Multiple early studies of Congress and Twitter consider the patterns of Twitter adoption and the individual or institutional characteristics that initially lead politicians to Twitter. A study by Lassen and Brown (2011) explores the factors that determine when and why members of Congress adopt Twitter, finding that Twitter adoption is difficult to predict. Many of the expected member characteristics, such as their constituency or electoral success, have little effect on a member's decision to use Twitter (Lassen & Brown, 2011) . They do find that Republicans were more likely to adopt Twitter, and suggest that their minority-party status in both chambers in 2008-2010 leads them to circumvent more traditional communication strategies (Lassen & Brown, 2011) . Chi and Yang (2010) find that adoption is a function of information learning, whereas adoption is higher when those around them-previous adopters-send positive signals about the experience. Straus et al. (2013) compile data from the 111th Congress, and find support for the theory that members adopt Twitter to represent a broader constituency. Their research suggests that Twitter adoption is not patterned by previous reelection percentages, gender, or race, but variables such as urban districts and ideology have significant effects. In another analysis of Twitter adoption during the 111th Congress, Peterson (2012) conducts a multivariate analysis of the House of Representatives. His findings not only suggest strong Republican and ideological effects for adoption but also consider a member's cohort as a significant predictor. The study of social media adoption has also broadened to state legislators, as Cook (2016) looks at both Twitter adoption and activity across all 50 states. He finds that a number of variables including gender, chamber, and leadership positions are positively associated with Twitter activity, while majority status and partisan instability are not factors (Cook, 2016) .
Understanding how and why politicians use Twitter is the next step to building a more robust picture of congressional Twitter use. A number of scholars, including Golbeck et al. (2010) and Glassman, Straus, and Shogan (2010) , offer multiple avenues for categorizing congressional tweets (Evans et al., 2014) . One of the first studies to explore policymaker use of Twitter looks at members' Twitter patterns during two, 1-week periods in 2009-during the initial development of the platform (Glassman et al., 2010) . The report suggests that the most frequent type of Twitter communications were press and web link tweets, which comprised of 43% to 46% of tweets. Golbeck et al. (2010) find that Twitter use is similar to how politicians use more traditional forms of media. They look at tweets during 2009 to find that members of Congress tweet informational messages most often and spend less time actually communicating directly with followers. Larsson and Moe (2012) study tweets surrounding the Swedish elections and find, similarly, that dialogue with followers was second to disseminating information.
In addition, Straus et al. (2016) find that members' clout and ideology are strong predictors of how politicians use Twitter. These "power users" are politicians who are very active and involved on Twitter, have numerous followers, post original content, and often interact with other users. They find that the power users are often more ideological and less moderate.
These initial studies open the door for additional discovery as we begin to look beyond Twitter adoption or general activity and more precisely at the patterns of partisan rhetoric on social media.
Perpetuating Partisan Rhetoric on Twitter
This research explores how senators perpetuate party politics in their congressional communications. Partisan communications are common, but senators will systematically differ in how they communicate their partisan interests. This research draws on that by Gainous and Wagner (2014) and Evans et al. (2014) who find partisan patterns in campaign messages.
I argue that the diverging rhetoric between the two parties goes beyond just the campaign and is maintained while in office. The party exerts great influence not only on legislative behavior (Harbridge, 2015; Sinclair, 2006; Theriault, 2013) but also in the way senators communicate their priorities in Congress. Republicans' greater ideological distance from the center in the Senate increases the divide between the parties, and thus how they communicate partisan rhetoric should also reflect this divide. If we assume that party influence extends to senators' daily communications, I would expect Republicans to more often use partisan rhetoric relative to their Democratic counterparts.
• • Republican Communication Hypothesis: Members of the Republican Party are more likely than members of the Democratic Party to include partisan language in their Twitter messages.
Social media are valuable attention-seeking tools, and I expect Republican senators will use them to communicate their partisan interests, especially given the tense relationship with the 2013 Democratic majority in the Senate and the Democratic president. Political actors who are dissatisfied with the status quo will strategically act to expand the scope of conflict (Baumgartner & Jones, 2009; Kingdon, 1984; Schattschneider, 1960) , and I expect Republicans to expand the partisan conflict to a greater degree than the Democrats. In a December 2012 tweet, Republican Sen. John Cornyn plainly reminded a follower that "Harry Reid controls the Senate agenda." Members dissatisfied with the status quo-or who seek to further the partisan dividemay have less recourse within the institution, but by seeking out nonlegislative tools, such as Twitter, senators can direct attention to their desired issues and control the flow of information (Gainous & Wagner, 2014; Lassen & Brown, 2011) . Twitter offers members unlimited opportunities to attack their opponents while bolstering their own party brand, and given some Republicans' "party warrior" activity (Theriault, 2013) , I expect similar party patterns on Twitter.
Party Conflict on Twitter in the 112th Congress
This study analyzes partisanship on Twitter in the U.S. Senate, and though the causes of polarization may be more readily understood in the U.S. House, analyses show that the Senate has become an increasingly polarized chamber similar to the House (Brady, Han, & Pope, 2007; Fleisher & Bond, 2004; Theriault, 2006 Theriault, , 2008 . And given the chamber's historical emphasis on individual autonomy, evidence of partisan effects only furthers such conclusions and is one of the primary reasons I select the Senate. In addition, compared with the House, fewer individuals in the Senate make the analysis and hand coding of this dataset more feasible. This study analyzes the first 6 months of the 113th Congress-the first session in which all senators were on Twitter-and the first 6 months of the 114th Congressafter Senate majority control flipped to the Republicans-to assess the extent to which Twitter serves as a platform for partisan rhetoric for a particular party regardless of majority status within the chamber. This study includes each senator's Twitter activity between January 3, 2013 , and June 30, 2013 , and January 3, 2015 and June 30, 2015 I select these time periods because they are just after elections and, given my interest in partisan rhetoric outside of the campaign, politicians are least likely to be distracted by upcoming elections.
Each senator has a verified Twitter account, either managed individually or by the member's press office, from which the account sends messages with varying degrees of regularity. The account is either the member's only account or their office account, as campaign accounts were not included because my interest is specifically on communications while in government.
The number of tweets by user varies greatly over both congressional sessions by both user and political party. Republican Senator Mike Crapo of Idaho totaled 1,127 tweets in 2013, but Alabama Republican Senator Richard Shelby totaled just 12. Similarly in 2015, Democrat Cory Booker totaled more than 2,000 tweets and Republican Jim Risch had 58.
In 2013, Democrats totaled more partisan and nonpartisan tweets-arguably reflecting more members as the majority party-but the 2015 Republican majority shift did not alter this pattern (Table 1) . Democrats as the minority in 2015 were still more likely to turn to Twitter ( Figure 1 ). The average Democratic senator in 2013 included partisan rhetoric in 4.5% of those total tweets versus a Republican who included partisan rhetoric in 17.3% of their tweets. Across both years and among party leaders, the average and median Republican senator had a higher proportion of tweets with partisan rhetoric (Table 2) .
Democrats may be slightly more active on Twitter, but that does not mean that they are using partisan rhetoric.
To understand the rhetoric being used, tweets were coded for partisan tone. 4 Tweets were first coded in a binary fashion based upon whether the message includes any partisan language or lacks a partisanship component. Nonpartisan tweets are those messages that have no identifiable mentions of either a political party or representatives of a political party. These messages are the most common types of messages by politicians on Twitter, and often reference constituent outreach ("town hall meeting on May 5"), press or policy announcements ("statement on budget negotiations"), or celebratory messages ("Happy Mardi Gras").
The second dimension coded those tweets with partisan rhetoric according to the tone or type of partisanship: negative and positive party rhetoric. Negative partisan rhetoric represents the language expected by ugly politics or party warriors where they often seek to shift blame toward the other party (Sinclair, 2006; Theriault, 2013) . Messages were coded as negative if they are critical in their explicit mention of either (a) the other party or (b) representatives of the other party. Tweets in this category are both passive aggressive ("if only the Democratic President had acted sooner") and direct attacks ("Democrat's healthcare bill is a failure"). These messages often pair with policy messages, as the examples below demonstrate.
Party loyalty rhetoric generally includes positive overtones that signal favoritism or support for one's own party, such as promoting the party's candidates in upcoming elections, promoting party-specific legislation, or emphasizing positive party performance These messages evoke party loyalty to both the party's legislative agenda and nonlegislative priorities, such as elections. Messages in this category are most often direct messages of support for individual party members or the party's legislative agenda ("The President's thoughtful #DACA policy has helped DREAMers"). A couple examples of these tweets are included below. Combining both positive and negative rhetoric, it is clear that politics on Twitter widely varies by party affiliation. Democrats have a larger total share of Twitter activity, but when we look specifically at partisan messages the percentages are reversed (Figure 2 ). Republicans in 2013 more than tripled the partisan rhetoric of their Democratic counterparts, and though Republican partisan language dropped in 2015 and the majority party shifted, the Republicans sent almost twice as many tweets with partisan rhetoric. This is a novel finding, given that previous studies have shown that the "out group" or the "underdog" is most driven to social media and issues attacks to gain leverage over the majority (Auter & Fine, 2016; Evans, 2016; Gainous & Wagner, 2014) . Here, I find initial support for the hypothesis that partisan rhetoric is not just a function of minority status but remains consistently more common among Republicans even when they control the Senate.
Senate Republicans have higher levels of total partisan rhetoric during both sessions and when we assess tone of those tweets, Republicans maintain higher levels of both positive and negative tweets (Figures 3 and 4) . In 2013, 17% of all Republican tweets included partisan rhetoric, and two thirds of those partisan tweets included negative or attacking rhetoric. About 5% of all Democratic tweets included partisan rhetoric, and that 5% was split evenly between messages of party support and antagonizing messages toward Republicans. After the majority party shift in 2015, we would expect Democrat and Republican rhetoric levels to switch if partisan rhetoric was a function of majority status; however, both positive and negative rhetoric remain highest among tweets by Republicans. The levels of rhetoric shifted modestly; this is expected, given that Republicans now controlled the Senate status quo. In 2015, the percentage of partisan tweets by Democrats increased by about 1, and Republicans' partisan tweets dropped by almost 6%, but Republicans were still twice as likely to use partisan rhetoric. The use of polarizing rhetoric is still more common among Republicans, regardless of majority party, similar to findings of asymmetric polarization in alternative congressional behaviors. 
Multivariate Analysis on Twitter Rhetoric
To further test my hypothesis, I estimate a fractional logit model to assess the effect that partisanship has on the proportion of members' tweets. The fractional logit model allows for proportions that also include proportions of 0 and 1, and models the means. Separate coefficients relate individual characteristics of the senators to their probability for each type of rhetoric. Variations in the logit model are common practice with explanatory variables that are attributes of individuals, or more specifically in this case, U.S. senators. The hierarchical structure of the data does involve some methodological challenges, such that tweets from the same official are more alike than those from other politicians. With this type of clustering, traditional estimation techniques often produce downward biased estimates of standard errors (Mortensen, 2012) . To produce unbiased standard errors for the clustered data (Williams, 2000) , I conduct the logit model with robust standard errors.
As there are a large number of politicians reflected in the data, robust standard errors are appropriate (Green & Vavreck, 2008) . Reestimation is also conducted with traditional standard errors, and results indicate consistent results across both approaches. The dependent variable is the proportion of a senator's tweets that include partisan rhetoric, specifically three dependent variables for total partisan rhetoric, negative rhetoric, and positive rhetoric. The dataset includes binary codes for a senator's party affiliation and leadership status, 5 as well as controls for a member's age, gender, race, candidacy in the upcoming election, the politics of the constituency, seniority, previous electoral success, and whether they are a more partisan "Gingrich Senator." I control for age, given that Twitter participation is highest among young people and older members of the Senate may be less likely to use new technology to regularly communicate. I also control for gender, given that Evans and Clark (2015) find gender has a direct effect on political candidates' likelihood to go negative. Racial minorities are also controlled for, given that among Twitter users Black and Latino users make up a higher percentage of users (Krogstad, 2015) .
A control for whether a member is running for office that session ensures that members are not just resorting to partisan rhetoric to defend or bolster their own campaign fortunes. Evans et al. (2014) find partisan effects during congressional campaigns, particularly for incumbents, so I would expect higher proportions of partisan rhetoric from candidates. I also consider the politics of the state each member represents, given that a member may be driven by the political preferences of their constituents. This control measures the margin of victory for President Barack Obama in each state during the 2012 election. I expect senators from states with a smaller or negative margin of victory to reflect the state's criticism of the president and be more attack oriented.
I also consider previous electoral performance, as the relative "safety" of a member's seat in the Senate may affect their partisan communications. This variable is the margin of victory by the senator in his most recent election. Senators who are less worried about their political future may be free to turn their attention to supporting their party. Finally, Theriault (2013) offers that much of the partisan divide is driven by a subset of Republicans in the Senate, known as "Gingrich Senators." 6 These are Republicans elected after 1978 with previous service in the House, and I control for this.
The results on the marginal effects of the model suggest positive and statistically significant predicted probabilities for Republican partisan rhetoric across both sessions of Congress (Figures 5 and 6 ). 7 Republicans, when choosing partisan rhetoric, are about 12% more likely than Democrats to use partisan rhetoric on Twitter in 2013 and 7% more likely in 2015, which should come as no surprise given the fact that Republicans tallied a higher total of partisan rhetoric across all partisan tweets in the dataset. The only other meaningful indicator across both datasets is party leadership, as leaders are 4% to 6% more likely to use partisan rhetoric. The consistent results across both sessions suggest that rhetoric is characteristic of Republican senators regardless of their majority status.
When the rhetoric is disaggregated by tone, I still find similar patterns of Republican likelihood to communicate partisan rhetoric. In 2013, Republicans were only 2% more likely to use Twitter to bolster party support or show loyalty, but they were 12% more likely to chide the other party or attack Democrats (Figures 7 and 8) . The effects for the other variables were too small to be meaningful, with the exception of leadership where they are 4% more likely to use negative party rhetoric in 2013, regardless of party. 8 Leaders may be more likely to engage in partisan attacks than rank-and-file members, as they must not only provide political cover for themselves but also for the principals who selected them for leadership positions. Positive rhetoric is less predictable in this dataset, likely given its relatively few number of occurrences-about one in 30 tweets.
In 2015, similar patterns to 2013 emerge; however, the Republican effect is much smaller on negative partisan rhetoric, similar to levels of positive partisan tone (Figures 9 and 10) . Republicans are about 4% more likely to use negative rhetoric than Democrats and more than 3% more likely to use positive rhetoric. The smaller probabilities across the 2015 data may be due to the Republican takeover of the Senate; however, that change does not completely shift the direction or tone of the rhetoric. Minority status may bolster Republicans' attacking rhetoric, but a party shift does not erase the partisan pattern.
The controls in both sessions also confirm that partisan rhetoric is not just a function of previous electoral vulnerability, the party preferences of state constituents, or a subset of Republican senators. These results lend support for the hypothesis, given that I find a consistently higher likelihood of Republican partisan rhetoric across both sessions. Republican preferences may go ignored in the institution when they are in the minority, so they redirect attention online and attack the majority party. But I find no evidence of Democrats exhibiting similar patterns to the minority party. Elected officials from a minority party will often seek nonlegislative means to redirect attention (Green-Pedersen, 2010; Vliegenthart & Walgrave, 2011) , but Republicans and Democrats are not directing their attention with the same partisan rhetoric when they are in the minority.
Discussion
The results support my hypothesis that Republican Party members in the Senate are more likely to engage in party-polarizing language, and that language is more prevalent when they are the minority party but consistent even when in the majority. Twitter may be an alternative agenda space for minority party interests that seek to alter the status quo and a public relations platform for party leaders who are tasked with shaping the debate, but when Democrats were in the minority in 2015, they did not exhibit the same partisan patterns as their Republican counterparts. Their increased use of partisan rhetoric is less than 1%, and much smaller at 5% compared with the Republicans' 12% when they were in the minority. The additional variables proved less influential in explaining partisan rhetoric but did suggest that leadership may have a small effect and in 2015 candidacy also had a small, negative effect on partisan rhetoric.
Members of the Senate have multiple goals, and to juggle their many responsibilities they have to be strategic where they place their time and attention. These results suggest that Republicans are more willing to allocate time and attention on Twitter to party politics more often than their Democratic counterparts. I expect these partisan patterns would be similar or even more pronounced in the House where party and party leadership has even greater influence over the institution and the political agenda.
One potential explanation for why we see these asymmetric partisan patterns on Twitter rhetoric lies in the relationship between the President and Congress. Tim Groeling (2010) finds that in presidential news, criticism of the President is most prevalent, and those who oppose the president-in this case, the Republicans in the Senate-most often voice their opposition publicly. Groeling (2010) suggests that members of the President's party are less likely to spend costly communication resources supporting the president. The President is the face of the party, and his bully pulpit power and the media attention he draws open him up to criticism (Groeling, 2010) . As the party's central figure, he is a target for Republican critics whose interests are served by unfavorable perceptions of the president and therefore de facto unfavorables for the party. The president may be an easy target for partisan attacks, bolstering the Republican Party's opportunities to take a dig at the opposition. The president serves as a one-stop shop for Republican Party members to criticize the Democratic Party, with the intention that the negative image spreads to the Democratic Party as a whole. For instance, Republican senators represented in the dataset often attacked the president and Democratic Party on Twitter for the "#ObamaEconomy" or "Obamacare," but Democrats lacked a similar central figure to blame-House Speaker John Boehner took enough grief from his own party-so they were not as readily primed to go negative. Future research should examine whether Senate Democrats would eventually develop similar partisan patterns in response to a Republican president, or whether Republicans would maintain their pattern of partisan messaging regardless of president.
Criticizing the president may not just be a factor of convenience. Despite the need for senators to work with the White House to pass legislation, Republican members may see long-term electoral gains by promoting this adversarial relationship with the president. Numerous scholars have noted the desire for parties to maintain compelling brands (Cox & McCubbins, 2005; Groeling, 2010) , so senators up for election in a given cycle may turn to Twitter to brand themselves as the better choice by attacking the credentials of the other party.
Twitter enables all senators to shape their public brand, indicate attention to preferred issues, and communicate with constituents and special interests, but underlying these activities is an asymmetric partisan current. The social media site is a low-cost online platform that all senators can utilize to meet their individual goals and engage in partisan rhetoricwhether that be slinging partisan attacks or signaling party loyalty. Senators' Twitter activity is being reinforced as a common routine in Congress, and this study highlights the opportunity to use Twitter as a new resource for examining partisan politics in Congress. Twitter is a conduit for hyperpartisanship, but partisan politics is clearly one of the many motivations and goals that members have when turning to social media. And the partisan influence may carry over not only to the political rhetoric they use but also how they communicate about constituent issues or how they frame public policy problems. Table A1 . Marginal Effects of Fractional Logit for Partisan Rhetoric on Twitter.
Appendix

2015
Coef.
.00 .0684 (7.59e-4) .00 Leadership .0504 (8.63e-4) .00 .0602 (5.84e-4) .00 Candidate 0 (omitted) −.0531 (7.75e-4) .00 Electoral performance 4.34e-4 (4.12e-5) .00 .49e-6 (2.18e-7) .00
State party balance −8.81e-6 (2.34e-5) .71 4.27e-5 (1.54e-5) .01 Seniority −.0200 (8.29e-4) .00 −.0092 (5.93e-4) .00 Gingrich Senators −.0448 (9.50e-4) .00 .0077 (7.92e-4) .00 Age .0017 (4.63e-5) .00 5.37e-4 (1.56e-5) .01 Gender −.0135 (0.0011) .00 .0208 (6.23e-4) .00 Race .0771 (0.0012) .00 −.0072 (.0011) .00
Significance levels represent a p value <.05. (4.68e-4) .00 .0407 (4.94e-4) .00 Leadership .0039 (3.14e-4) .00 .0534 (4.06e-4) .00 Candidate −.0327 (6.97e-4) .00 −.0197 (3.79e-4) .00 Electoral performance 7.06e-6 (1.96e-7) .00 −1.07e-6 (1.00e-7) .00
State party balance −2.43e-4 (9.03e-6) .00 3.55e-4 (1.00e-5) .00 Seniority −.0015 (4.87e-4) .00 −.0085 (2.96e-4) .00 Gingrich .0075 (6.34e-4) .00 −7.16e-4 (4.17e-4) .00 Age 4.07e-5 (1.04e-6) .00 5.39e-4 (9.93e-6) .00 Gender .0089 (3.53e-4) .00 .0108 (4.26e-4) .00 Race −.0259 (3.66e-4) .00 .0149 (8.76e-4) .00 The codes for this column are as follows: Messages that receive a "0" code are those that have no identifiable mentions of party, partisan rhetoric, or party actors. These messages are the most common types of messages by politicians on Twitter, and often reference constituents, state-based issues or events, media appearances and news reports, holidays, and sports.
Examples of these messages include the following:
#CO's on right track w/ unemployment at its lowest level since '09. Proud to champion policies that support #COjobs: http://t.co/LpoVYUyCKe RT @servicewomen: BREAKING: SWAN announces 2013 Lauterbach Award for #TruthandJustice Recipients @SenGillibrand @SenatorShaheen @amyklob . . . Tomorrow at 10AM tune in to @WGANNews; I'll be joined by @PattyMurray &amp; @PortmanPress to discuss our work on the Budget Conference Committee Today I introduced loan forgiveness for early ed grads; young teachers need extra incentives. #priorities #4AKkids #AKlegspeech .@travisf76-We needed to roll back #sequestration, but shouldn't cut #military retirees' #COLA-filed a bill 2 fix it http://t.co/N975vlHwSk RT @PaulRieckhoff: @SenDeanHeller @MartinHeinrich All of us at @IAVA appreciate your leadership in helping #EndTheVABacklog http://t.co/hgâ€? Paid tribute to our fallen heroes at Memorial Day Exercises at #RI Veterans Memorial Cemetery. http://t.co/wd1NkOaFN0 Thank goodness, we can still get a deep fried Twinkie at the #Iowa State Fair! "Twinkies back in stores today" http://t.co/RBpMW297cS Angel Cano wanted to be a soccer player. He loved to sing, mentored younger kids in the neighborhood. Was killed in Chicago #voicesofvictims #FF @Nevada_150 @NevadaWolfPack @UNLVAthletics #BattleBorn #RebelsUnited #NV150
• • Positive partisan rhetoric.
Messages that receive a "2" code are those that have identifiable and positive mentions of a politician's own party, support for the party's leadership and legislative initiatives, or support for the party's candidates. These messages are those that evoke party loyalty to both the party's legislative agenda and nonlegislative priorities, such as elections. Messages in this category are most often direct messages of support ("The President's thoughtful #DACA • • Negative partisan rhetoric.
Messages that receive a "1" code are those that have identifiable and negative mentions of the other party, the party's leadership, or party representatives. These messages are those that are critical to the other party and its actions, both legislative and nonlegislative. Messages in this category are both passive aggressive ("if only the Democratic President had acted sooner") and direct attacks ("Democrat's healthcare bill is a failure"). These messages often pair with policy messages, as the example above demonstrates.
Note: Republican references to "Obamacare" are coded as negative partisan rhetoric as they attempt to tie the Affordable Care Act to the Democratic president, making it a partisan policy.
Additional examples of these messages include the following: "Another broken promise. @LATimes: "Obama hasn't reined in Big Money" http://t.co/CC3N2JZ3" RT @SimonRadio1776: @SenRandPaul is joining me next @whoradio Talking #Obamacare #DCDysfunction &amp; more Listen live on iHeart or on line htt‰Û_ Instead of giving speeches about jobs, there is plenty Pres Obama can do to spur job growth now-start w/ repealing #ObamaCare RT @GregAbbott_TX: Abbott takes aim at #ObamaCare "navigators" http://t.co/ e8FDofNrkE #txlege #tcot #txgop #teaparty Every D voted against it; several up in 2014 RT @FordFlatheadV8: @JohnCornyn why was the insider law that applied to you guys not passed? President Obama is far too dovish when it comes to standing up and defending our national security interests. The Unaffordable Care Act: How the President's health care law fails low income workers http://t.co/vROwm66vRR RT @KentuckyCoal: @McConnellPress:POTUS promoted inefficient &amp; costly/ like solar panels/instead of/reliable/domestically produced/ l . . . The Republican shutdown caused us to lose at least 125,000 jobs. Totally unnecessary. What a shame. http://t.co/jG9oQLzCCV
policy has helped DREAMers"). These messages often pair with policy messages that tout partisan policy successes or mentions of elections and support for particular candidates. Additional examples of these messages are as follows:
RT @SenateDems: Watch livestream of gun victim survivors read names of gun victims in the Capitol: http://t.co/LPSKzDSZk9 Great day for door knocking. Here w Jim Ford, candidate for 1st Selectman in Colchester. http://t.co/mLyXhzcrSo So plsd Bill @deBlasioNYC is running on a platform of #PreKforall &amp; as a champion for struggling #NY'ers. He deserves your vote on Nov 5! I applaud the President's decision today to #ActonClimate, stand up to special interests, &amp; curb carbon pollution. RT to help thank him! RT @SenateDems: Are you from #MD? Learn from @SenatorBarb and @ SenatorCardin why keeping loan rates at 3.4% is important Looking forward to @MarcoRubioâ€™s #SOTU response. 1st time in history someone has delivered both English &amp; Spanish #GOPResponse. Disappointed the Senate voted to block @JohnCornyn's RESULTS amdt to the #immigration bill. #securetheborder RT @SenMikeLee: Senator Ted Cruz has created his official Twitter account @ SenTedCruz. You should follow him. Please RT #tcot #tlot #tgd . . . RT @NoLabelsOrg: "We must disenthrall ourselves, and then we shall save our country," @SenAngusKing says. WATCH: http://t.co/dwMSpFyvSl Talking #filibuster reform with @bindersab, @richarenberg &amp; Alan Frumin this morning @BPC_Bipartisan http://t.co/wl7Qhfd4lM Glad Rs and Ds have come to agreement that will reopen govt and resolve debt ceiling impasse I‰Ûªm encouraged by bipartisan progress in the Senate to end shutdown, open government, pay our bills &amp; prevent default. ‰ÛÒTB Proud bipartisan #HOPE Act was signed into law, it will save lives for those waiting for organ transplants. -TB http://t.co/V0gyDX4auQ Very disappointed we couldn't reach 60 votes for reasonable, bipartisan legislation to strengthen background checks: http://t.co/U9oa2I7mZq The House joined the Senate to send a clear, bipartisan message to the WHâ€"use your flexibility to put safety first &amp; solve the problem #FAA RT @reviewjournal: Heller joins move to declassify surveillance court opinions: A bipartisan group of U.S. senators revived a bil . . . http://â€?
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